Design and construction

The people, the practice, the plan
Gary Bettis, Architectural Director at Dental Design and Planning Consultants Limited
explains how a vacant shop premises was transformed into a modern dream practice

T

he public is learning more about dentistry which is good for the
development of the dental sector. This means that standards within dental practices must meet the growing expectations of new
and existing patients in order to thrive. Dentists are recognising that patients are also consumers and their practices must motivate them to want
to register and recommend their services to others.
To achieve this, dental practices must differentiate themselves from
the masses by providing enhanced services in a well-designed environment. This instills confidence and is a tangible factor that patients use to
measure the quality of care. It is with this in mind that Milan and Jasme
Shah approached us with their vision of creating a fresh looking practice that delivered the ultimate patient experience. The finished practice,
‘Apple Dental Studios’, situated in Marsh Road, near Pinner underground
station, exemplifies how a vacant shop premises can be transformed into
a dynamic state of the art dental practice offering the highest level of care
from general to specialist dental services.
This article focuses on the journey that our clients took in realising
their dream practice, and the challenges they faced in obtaining planning
permission. It illustrates that the process is not always straightforward,
and without the guidance of a professional, you could run into difficulties. At DDPC we not only provide you with creative design solutions
– our knowledge enables us to provide expert advice and liaise with your
local planning department on your behalf. We can help you overcome
planning difficulties and dramatically improve your chances of achieving
your goals.

The practice owners
Milan Shah qualified from the University of London, Guys Hospital in
1991. He has over 17 years of general dentistry experience, working at a
number of multi-surgery practices. He is passionate about dentistry – frequently attending courses to further his knowledge. His existing practice

Figure 1: Milan Shah (Dentist) and Jasme Shah (Milan’s wife and business partner)

in St Albans is co-owned and managed by his wife and business partner,
Jasme. She is a key decision maker in the running of their business and
was highly influential in the creation of their latest venture ‘Apple Dental
Studios’.

The new premises
Milan and Jasme were introduced to a property on a busy high street
in Pinner last year which immediately took their interest. The premises
were ideal but unfortunately the vendor withdrew it from the market at
the last minute. In May 2007 they subsequently found another property
in the same high street. As with the previous property the vacated shop
unit gave them a high street presence and provided a strong marketing
opportunity. The building was quite run down but this did not deter the
Milan and Jasme. They could see the potential of the property and looked
forward to the challenge. They made the hasty decision to purchase the

Figure 2: This high street hairdressing salon was the ideal location for their new
dental practice in Pinner, Middlesex. Left: before and Right: after
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Figure 3: Existing and proposed floor plans

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 4: Careful consideration has been given to the design of the waiting area. The
chairs were chosen to compliment the space and corporate branding. A flat screen
TV informs waiting patients of products and services whilst the glass frontage fridge
below offers refreshments
Figure 5: The reception desk is highly efficient and well organised. It incorporates a
merchandise display and rear feature wall with the practice brand name and logo

Figure 6

Figure 6: The colour scheme continues into the principal surgery reinforcing the
branding throughout the practice. The ceiling mounted roof light floods the room
with natural light
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property without having first obtained planning permission for ‘Change
of Use’. This was a huge risk and would determine the fate of the project.
All properties have to be classified according to their use and in this instance the premises was a vacant hairdressing salon with a Class Order
of ‘A1’. A dental practice (in the majority of cases) must have a Class Use
Order of ‘D1’. Our first task was to submit the Planning Application to
the London Borough of Harrow for ‘Change of Use’ on our client’s behalf.
The planners raised initial concerns (this is not uncommon) and we responded by submitting revised drawings (referred to as a ‘substitution
scheme).
Several weeks later, we were told that the scheme required a ‘flood
risk assessment’ due to the fact that the building was situated close to an
underground river. Having submitted the ‘flood risk assessment’ we were
then informed that there was a lack of retail shops in the area – the council required 50% of premises to have class ‘A1’ as opposed to the existing
49%. It was upon receiving this information that our clients faced the
possibility of a rejection. With our extensive knowledge of the Planning
process we knew not to rely on this information alone - we took it upon
ourselves to investigate the matter further. At a subsequent meeting with
the planners we requested a full list of all the property addresses in the
shopping area together with their Classes Use Orders. This enabled us
to cross check the list for any errors. Fortunately we discovered that one
particular premises had been classed incorrectly - a large shop selling
stationery classed as ‘A2’ should have been classed ‘A1’. This was a huge
turning point which tipped the scales in our client’s favour - the project
was granted Planning Permission as a result of the Council’s error. Our
clients were ecstatic – their project could now go ahead.

Our design brief
Our brief was to create a dental practice that reflected Milan and Jasme’s
commitment to providing the highest level of patient-centered care. They
wanted a modern, dynamic, technically advanced dental practice that appealed to both adults and children. Their accommodation requirements
included one main reception area, a waiting area, three treatment rooms,
a small office, OPT x-ray room, a sterilisation room and a staff room.
Their building budget was reasonable but not open-ended. We had spent
several weeks preparing the design scheme that respected their budget,
involving the client in every design decision, from the selection of wall
colours to the specification of each door handle. Detailed drawings and
schedules were prepared and issued to a selection of appropriate builders. This process is called ‘competitive tendering’ and it enables a client to
receive comparative quotations giving detailed breakdowns of costs including labour and materials. This level of transparency meant that Milan
and Jasme could see exactly what they were getting and for how much.
By competitively tendering their project we were able to ensure that our
clients received the best value for money. It also ensured that the design
would not be compromised in any way, by a builder cutting corners (e.g.
redesigneing the scheme) or opting for inferior products.

Design strategy
The strategy was to increase the footprint of the premises whilst working
with the existing structure. The property was not large enough to accommodate the practice and so we added a substantial single storey rear
extension. This also required Planning Permission which formed part of
the original planning application for ‘Change of Use’ from A1 to D1 use.
We defined the practice into zones, the front section (public), the
middle section (semi-private) and the rear section (private). This gave
both patients and staff a sense of ‘place’ within the building. We worked
with the existing internal structure in order to keep construction costs
down and maintain the integrity of the supporting structures.
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The builder
Upon receiving the tender quotations our clients decided to engage the
services of Mr K Patel of ‘Wolmer Construction’. Although his quotation
was significantly lower than the others it is not advisable to make a decision based solely upon price. Many other factors must be considered, for
example duration of the building works and their availability.

The exterior
The patient is considered from the moment they arrive. The frontage of
‘Apple Dental Studios’ is bright and welcoming. Milan and Jasme engaged
the services of a branding consultant to develop their practice identity
and logo. This was incorporated into their striking exterior fascia signage
and window display boards. The previous glass frontage was replaced
with a new full height aluminium framed glazed shop front. Visitors are
able to glimpse into the modern looking interior as they approach. The
building frontage is now white giving a crisp, fresh appearance reflecting
Milan’s approach to dentistry.

The interior
We relocated the point of entry into the practice close to the reception
area so that visitors would be immediately greeted upon arrival. The
waiting area, although adjacent to the main shop front has been given a
‘lounge’ feel with its own refreshments bar making patients feel comfortable and catered for. Skylights were introduced into the ceilings of the
staff room, sterilisation room and dental treatment rooms to increase the
sense of space and natural light.
Lime green is the primary accent colour within the palette chosen for
the interior décor scheme. Set off against a backdrop of cool white and
subtle shades of grey and beige in the floors and walls it creates striking
focal points within the interior. For example it has been used to highlight
specific areas such as the niches within the reception desk. Within the
treatment rooms we have highlighted individual door fronts using a lime
green laminate to add interest to the adjacent run of white cabinets. To
reinforce the name, ‘Apple Dental Studios’, the logo has been applied to
the lime green feature wall behind the reception. An important decision
within any dental practice interior is the choice of furniture. We sourced
fully upholstered seats for the waiting area to compliment the overall interior scheme. We specified green fabric with a subtle sheen giving a contemporary feel to the interior.

The end result
The success of any design scheme relies upon a good client relationship,
the designer’s expertise in translating ideas and the ability of the builder to execute the work. This project reflects all of these things. ‘Apple
Dental Studios’ is the result of the collaboration of a focused client and
a committed design team. As with all of our projects we understand the
importance of reflecting the personality and individuality of our clients.
We do not preach a specific design philosophy. Instead we encourage a
little lateral thinking and offer solutions that are tailor made. The message behind our design represents the values held by Milan and Jasme
– to deliver high quality preventative dental treatments in an environA
ment that puts patient comfort and satisfaction first.

For further information, please contact Gary Bettis
(Architectural Director)
Dental Design and Planning Consultants Ltd
Walsingham House, 2nd floor, 1331 High Road, Whetstone,
London N20 9HR. Tel: 020 8346 3212
Email: info@ddpc.co.uk Web: www.ddpc.co.uk
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